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Abstract

Graphical user interfac,:s ((.ItL,,) have become
nearly ul)itluitous its a reel.ms of int.eractillg wilh
,~,~l’! wart. sysl ellS. ill’is are typically highly com-
I)lt’x l)i(’ct:s of software, and testing their correct-
iness poses a large challenge. In this paper, we
present a new approach to automatic testing of
(.;U Is that builds on AI ph-,mning techniques The
mot/vat ing idtut ix that (;I i I I esl. tlcsigulers will of-
It:n find il c,t~it,r to specify typiral goals that uselx
of Iheir software might have than to spt:cil’y se-
quences of GT’I actions that. users might perlbrm
I.o achieve timse goals. Thus we cast (I1~1 ttrsl-
rast: generation a.s an insl.aug:e or plan generatiou:
given a specification of initial And goal states for
a (J III, a plannc.r is ulsed I,o gt.iiei’al,(~ st:title,/ices of
(jl.il actions ttiat lead from the initial sl.aic I.O/,he
gual ~tat,c. Wc t.le,~cril>t, oHr (.IUi I,esting SySleiii,
I)AT]IS {lllmining .,_%s>isLcd Tester for gi’ilplii,:al
ilSei" interface .l~vslenls), ~uld we report, oil i.’~pet’i-
illOrtls ilSilig I.)ATIIS It) generat.c lest ca,~es for Mi-
rrosoft’s WordPAd.

Introduction
(;ral)llical user interfaces ((.tills) have become nearly
ut)iquilons as a means of interacting with software sys-
tems. (H!ls are typically highly complex pieces of sell-
ware. and testing their correctness poses a l;Lrge (’hal-
lenge (Myers 1993: W/lie). Jr. &: I,ewis 199l), dlu’ to
the fact that the space of 1)ossible (;Tll interactions 
enormous and thai. l ima,sures of coverage developed Ibr
(:onveiil,ioiial soPl,wai’e lesl ]ng do nol, al)ply well to (ltJl
tesl,hlg.

In this paper, we present ~ new approach, l)~se(t 
AI l)iannittg t, eellnlqlles, for liari,ildly aiil,ornating (ll’l
I.esl,i ng. The ii1oi ivai,i ng idea is tllat (I IJl test desigin’rs
will often find it e‘a~ier i.o specify typical user goals than
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to sl)eci~’ se(tuen(’cs of CIUI act.ions Ihat ilSel’S might
I)erfi)ri,l to achiew those goals. Th," software nnd,,rlyirlg
any t ’,l’l is de.,,igned with reriain intended uses ill niiil(I;
thins I lie test designer can descril)e those intended uses.
II is typically harder to specify all Ihe ways in which
a user uiight inlet’act with Ih(, GI:I Io achieve typical
goals. I;sers ]nieracl iii idiosynt’ratic ways, which the
desiguer slight not anticipate. Additionally, there ran
be a large nuinlier of ways it) achieve any given goal, and
it woultl lie w, ry ledious for the (ll:l tosl.er t.o sl)ecify.’
even those action sequelices t.hat s/he can alLl.icipal.e.

Wt" thins fast (.ll.’I test-case generation ‘as all instance
of l)lan gelierationi, in which the human tester provides
;t spc(’ificallon ol’inil.ial and goal states for likely ilses of
ihe system. Aul autonial,ed lila.nning sysl,elit then gen-
eral.[’s ,iiidlil~lo plans Ibr each specified plantiinlg prob-
lem. Ea.ch plan generated represents a test case that
is. at least intuil.ively, a reasonable candidate for help-
ii,g achieving good t.esl coverage. I+e(’anse it refle<’ts an
ii,l.endcd use of the sysl.ein. O-f course, most syslenis
can and will be tnsed in ways other than those initially
inlt,ndt,d I)y the (;lq designers. Tluts: the lesl. cases
generated I)y our system will likely need to lie SUl)ph’-
inented with other test cases ,as is the usual (’,asp for
any test-ea.se general.ion scheme, for example, randonlly
generated sequences of (:t:l at’lions could also I,e used
ass test cases.I

Earlier work inade similar use of planning, gelmral ing
test eases for a rebel, tal..-lil)rary conlmand laiiguage
(ilowe. yon .Ma.yrhauser, &" Mraz 1997). Our work cx-
lends the idea in several ways: by developing techtiiques
for semi-automatically construet.ing the planning oper-
at.orsl by usiag hierarelfieal operators Ihat relleel sl ruc-
I.ur~d propert b’s of G I.ls and lead to increased effich.i,cy;
and by develolfing mcaais for generating multiph’, aher-
native plans for Ihe stone goal. We are also using our
al)proach to automale other ikspecl.s of (;[_ll I.esliitg. in-
cluding verification, or,’wle creation and regression test-
in/g, b/it those topics are outskle the seolie of the rurrent

I I-]xperimellial analysis could lie pertbrmed Io meA~u.re
Iht’ at’l Ilal t-overage of oulr I.est-clk,~e general.ion procedure.
t..g.. I~y comparing It,. plans it produces again.~l, ax~lual se-
qluc,nct:.q o1" C, UI acrl IOUS perfornLecl by users once it has bepn
fielded..quch exptwimcntai.ion is defi:rrcd to fintinrc’ research.
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paper.
In the next section, we briefly review the issues in

G UI testing. We then describe our approach to plan-
ning GUI test cases. In particular, we show how the
operators that represent GUI events can be created in
a send-automatic fashion and how A I planning tech-
niques are used to generate test c~hscs. We also discuss
how our use of a restricted form of hierarchical piauning
h.axls both I.o an improvement in planning efficiency and
to the generation of rnultiple alternative test eases. We
have implemented our approach ill Plaaming A_.ssisted
Tester for graphical user interface ,.S2’stems (PATHS),
and in the section entitled "Feasibility Experiments,’~

we describe PATHS and report on the resuhs of exper-
imeuts in which it. generated test cases for Microsoft’s
Word Pad system. Finally, we conclude with a sum-
mary of our main contributions to date and our plans
for continued research.

GUI Testing and An Example
Testing the correctness of a GUI is difficult for a num-
ber of reasons. First, the space of possible interactions
with a GUI is enormous. Each sequence of G UI actions
can result in a different state of the combined system
(i.e., the GUI and underlying soft.ware). In general, 
GUI action might have different resvits in each state,
and thus need to be tested in a very large number of
states: the arnount of testing required can bc enormous
(White ] 996). Related to this is the fact that measures
of coverage that have been defined for lesting conven-
tional software systems do nol work well for GUIs. ]:or
conventional software, coverage is measured using the
amount and type of underlying code exercised. In test-
ing GUIs, while one must still be concerned with how
much of the (’ode is tested, there needs also to be sig-
nilicantly increased focus on the number of different
possible states in which each piece of code is exercised.
Existing metrics do not allow one to say whether a (JUI
has been "well-enough" tested. As a result, (TJI.;] test-
ing often relics on extensive beta testing: for example,
Microsoft released almost 409,000 beta copies of Win-
dows95 targeted at finding program failures (Kasik &"
George 1996).

Soft.ware testing involves several steps, initially, a
set of test cases nlust be generated. This is particu-
larly challenging for GU1 testing, because of tile diffi-
culties mentiom;d above: the set (if Imssibh’ test cases is
huge, and conventiorial nletrics fi)r selecting "good" test
case sets do not apl)ly. After test. cases are constructed,
they nmst be executed: this is when the actual "test-
ing~ occurs, to check whether I.he GUI is performing
correctly. An illcorrect GUI state can lead to an urlcx-
peete(I screen, luaklng filrther execution of the test case
useless because events in the test. case might not match
the corresponding GLI components on the screen. C’on-
sequently, the execution of the test case must be ter-
mlnated as soon as an error is detected. Verification
checks, performed by using test oracles, must therefore
be inserted after each step, to catch errors as soon as

Figure 1: The Example GUI.

they occur. Yet another challenge is posed by regres-
sion testing, i.e., updating the set of test cases mid the
verification check alter changes are made to the GUI
during developlnent or maintenance. Pv.~gression test-
ing presents special challenges for GUIs, because the
input-output mapping often does not remain constant
across successive versions of the software (Myers 1993).
In this paper, we focus on the first step: test-case gener-
ation. The t.est-clme generator that we describe here is
part of a larger G[.’I testing system that we are build-
ing called PATHS. We plan to address other aspects
of testing such as verification and regression testing ms
part of the overall design of PATHS in future work.

A GUI Example

Figure I illustrates a small part of tile Microsoft Word-
Pad’s GUI. With this GUI, the user can load text from
files, manipulate the text by cutting and pasting, and
save the text into a file. At the highest level, the (3U1
contains a menu bar that allows the user to I)erform two
possible actions: clicking File and clicking Edit. When
either of these are clicked, other menus open., making
other actlons available to the user. We say that. a user
performs a GUI action (e.g., clicks the File command),
and thereby generates a GIJI event (e.g., opening up 
pull-do’~vn nienu). For convenience, we sometimes also
speak of the File action, meaning the action of click-
ing File. Note that the user can also generate events
by using the keyboard, e.g., by entering text onto the
screell.

Finally, we also distinguish between two types of win-
dows: GUI windows and object wiudows. The former
contain only GUI components (labels, buttons, com-
mands, etc.); the "Open" window at the bottom of the
Figure 1 is an example. In contrast, object windows
display and manipulate other, non-GUl objects; an ex-
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new.doc must be
stored in/root/public

Figure ’2: A Task for the Planning System; (a) the Ini-
tial State, and (b) the Goal State.

ample is the MS WordPad window that displays text.
In the example, we include a number of user actions

that involve clicking a component, e.g., clicking File
or clicking Cut. These all have their usual meanings.
We also provide labels for two other user actions: Up,
which involves clicking the arrow-in-a-folder icon, and
generating the event of moving one level up in the di-
rectory hierarchy; and Select, which is used to either
enter subdirectories or select files.

Finally, Figure 2 illustrates a planning problem for a
GUI test-case generator. The initial state, depicted in
part (a), shows the contents of a collection of files stored
in a directory hierarchy. It also shows the contents of
some of those fles. The goal state is shown in part (b) 
the figure. The goal is to create a new document, with
the specified text ("This is the final text."), and store
it in the file new.doe in the /root/public directory.
Note that the goal can be obtained in various ways. In
particular, to get. the text into new. doc, one could load
file Document.doe and delete the extra text, or could
load file doe2. doc and insert text, or could create the
document from scratch by typing in the text.

Planning GUI Test Cases
Our test-case generation process is partitioned into two
phases, the setup phase and plan-generation phase. In
the first step of the setup phase, PATHS creates an
abstract model of a GUI and uses that to produce a
list of operators representing GUI events. These are
returned to the test designer, who uses his/her knowl-
edge of the GUI to define the preconditions and effects
of the operators; this constitutes the second step of the

Phase Step Test PATHS
Designer

Setup 1 Derive Hier-
(~ archical ,[,I

Operators
2 Define Pre-

conditions
and Effects of
Operatorsq I

Plan / 3 Identify a
Generat io~ Task 7-

’ t’t Genera e
Test (!ases

t for T
Iterate ,~? and ~ for Multiple $cenario.~

Table 1: Roles of the Test Designer and PATHS During
Test-Case Generation.

setup phase. Next comes the plan-generation phase, in
which the test designer first describes scenario~ (tasks)
by defining a set of initial and goal states. Finally, in
step four of the overall testing process, PATHS gen-
erates a set of test cases for each scenario. The test.
designer can iterate through the plan-generation phase
any number of times, defining more scenarios and gen-
erating more test cases. Table 1 summarizes the tasks
assigned to the test designer and those autolnatically
performed by PATHS.

Deriving GUI Operators

We now describe the setup phase. This starts with
PATHS creating a list of operators to be used during
planning. The simplest approach would be to list ex-
actly one operator per GUI action. Although concep-
tually simple, this approach turns out to be inefficient.
and can be improved upon by exploiting the GUI struc-
ture to derive hierarchical operators that are decom-
posed during planning. We use two distinct forms of
decomposition. In the first, system-interaction opera-
tots are constructed to model sequences of GUI events
E1 ..... E,z such that, for 1 < i < n- 1, Ei makes avail-
able the user action that generates Ei + 1. When these
operators are used in a plan, they are later decomposed
by a process we call mapping, which is similar to macro
expansion. In the second, abstract operators are con-
strutted to model GUI events that lead to sequences of
GUI events which are themselves best viewed as "sub-
plans". These operators are similar to abstract opera-
tors in HTN planning; when they are used in a plan,
they are later decomposed by an embedded call to the
planner. We give examples of both types of operators
below.

The first step in deriving the operators is to partition
the GUI events into three classes, listed below. The
classification is based only on the structural properties
of GUIs and can thus be done automatically by PATHS.

Unrestricted-focus events open GUI windows that
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do not restrict the user’s focus; they merely expand
the set of GUI actions available to the user. Often
such events open menus, e.g., the events generated
by clicking File or Edit in our example.

Restricted-focus events open (]l;I wimlows that.
haw, the special property that once invoked, they mo-
nopolize the GEl interaction. These windows restrict
the the user to a specific range of GUI actions avail-
able within the window; other GUI actions cannot be
performed until the window is explicitly terminated.
An exarnple of a restricted-focus event is preference
setting in many GUI systems. The user clicks on
Edit and then Preferences, after which a "Pretbr-
ences" window opens. The user Call them nmdlfy
preferences, but ca.nnc, I interact with the system in
any other way until s/he explicitly lerminates the in-
teraction by either clicking OK or Cancel.

System-lnteractlon events interact with the under-
lying software. Common examples include cutting
and pasting Icxt. saving files, etc.

Note t bat these three cla.sses are exhaustive aml mu-
tually exchlsive.

System-Interactlon Operators Once the GUI
events haw.: been classified, two types of pin(thing op-
erators can be automatically constructed. The first, are
system-inl~ mellon operotors, which represent sequences
of (;Ill actions that a user might perfornl to event ually
interact with the underlying software. More specifi-
cally, a system-interact ion operator is a sequence of zero
or more unrestricted-focus events, followed by a single
system-interaction event. Consider a part of the ex-
anll)h’ GUh a menu bar with one option (~.dit), which
can be clicked Io provided more options, i.e.. Cut and
Paste. The complete set of actions availabhr to the
user is thus Edil~, Cut and Paste. Edit generates an
unrestricted-focus event, whih, Cut and Paste gener-
ate system-interaction everd.s. (’.sing this information,
PATI IS would create two system-inl.eraetiotJ operators:
Edit_Cut and Edit_Paste.

The use of system-interaction operators reduces the
total number of operators nmde available to the plan-
net’, resuhing in greater planning efficiency. In our snmll
example from the previous paragraph, the events Edit,
Cat anti Paste would be hidden from t he planner: only
the system-interaction operators namely, Edit_Cut att(I
Edit_Paste, Wol,ld be made available to the planner.
This eveut-hidlng prevents generation of test c~uses in
which Edit is .sed in isolation; any test case that in-
eludes an Edit will also inchlde an immediately follow-
ing Cut or with Paste. To overcome this restriction
and to increase coverage, ~.dil; can be tested in iso-
lation, and/or additional test (’a.ses can be created by
inserting Edit at random places in the generated test.
cases.

When a generated test cast. inchldes systenl-
interaction operators, I’Aq’ttS must eventually decom-
pose those operators to primitive Girl events, so that

Operator Name GUI Event Sequence
File__IIeu <File, New>
File_Save < File, Save>
Editlut <Edit, Cut>
Edit_Copy <Edit, Copy>
Edit_Paste <Edit, Pttste>

Table 2: Operator-event Mappings of the System-
interaction Operators for the Example GUI.

the test case can be directly executed. Thus, PATIIS
keeps track of the sequence of GUI events that cor-
responds to each system-interact.ion operator it de-
rives, storing this information in a a table of Ol,:mtor-
eveul mapping.~. The event operator table for the sub-
example of the previous paragraph is shown in "lhble 2.

Abstract Operators The second type of operators
that arc constr,cted by PATIIS are abslracl opera-
tors. These are created from the restricted-focus events,
which contain two parts. The prcfi.; of an abstrac! op-
erator is a sequence of zero or more unrestricted-focus
events followed by a single restricted-focus event. As
was the (’tLse with system-interaction operators, PATHS
stores an operator-event mapping for the prefix of each
abstract operator. The suffix of an abstract Ol)erator
represents the possible events that nlay occur wtfile the
restricted-focus window is opened. I lowcver, the rep-
resentation is only indirect, sl)ecifying 1he information
that is m’e(led for an embedded call to the PATHS plan-
tier.

The idea behind abstract operators can be clarified
with an example. Figure 3 focuses again on a stnall part
of the running examph’ from Figure I. Tills tin(e, the
File menu with two ol)tions, namely Open and Savels.
Open and Savehs are both restricted-focus operators,
which cause restricted-focus windows to be opened.
Here PATIIS creates two abstract operators: File.Dpen
and File_SaveAs. (b or convenience, we name each ab-
stract operator by its prefix.) An Ol)erator-event map-
ping will be created for each prefix:

File_Open = <File, Open>
File_SaveAs = <File, SaveAs>.

In addition, PATHS creates a suffix for each operator.
The suffix contains all the information !hat is required
to defim’ a planning problem 7r. such that the solution
to ~" is a sequence of G I.ll events that could reasonably
OCCllr in the current context, while the the restricted-
focus window is open. The sulfix of each abstract op-
erator then is essentially a hierarchical operator, which
is decomposed during planning by a separate call to
the planner itself. The sub-plans thus I)roduced can be
stored and reused, essentially playing the roh, of meth-
ods in traditional HTN planning.

Figure 3(1)) shows the abst tact operators that are cre-
ated for the current cxalnple. Note that l lie suffix con-
tains a list of operators that the planner may use in
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File Open

File SaveAs (a)

Abstract Operator
Prefix: File_Open

Suffix:
¯ Initial State: determined al run tin~

¯ Goal State: determined at run time
¯ Operator List:

{Up, Select, Open, Cancel}

Abstract Operator

Prefix: File_SaveAs
Suffix:
¯ Initial State: determined at run tin~
¯ Goal State: deternuned at ran mT~

¯ Operator List:
{ Up, Select, Save, Camel}

(b)

Sub Plan

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Restricted Focus Operators: Open and
SaveAs (b) Abstract Operators, and (c) Decomposition
of the Abstract Operator

generating a sub-plan for the restricted-window inter-
action; it also contains slots for the initial state and the
goal state of the embedded planning problem. When
the test-cases are actually being planned, they are cre-
ated one level at a time. At the highest level, a plan is
created using system-interaction operators and abstract
operators; during this stage of planning, the suffixes of
any abstract operators used in the plan will remain un-
decomposed. Subsequently, the system-interaction op-
erators and the prefixes of abstract operators will be
decomposed by direct use of the operator-event map-
pings. The suffixes of abstract operators will be de-
composed by calls to the planner itself; by the time of
these calls, the initial and goal states for the sub-plan
can be directly derived from the high-level plan.

Part. (c) of Figure 3 illustrates the decomposition pro-
cess. At the top is a high-level plan that includes the
abstract operator File_0pen. Its prefix is decomposed
with an operator-event mapping, to produce the first
two steps in the plan, File and Open. Its suffix is de-
composed with a call to the planner, which produces
the linear plan Up; Select; Open.

At the end of the first step of the setup phase, a
set of system-interaction and abstract operators have
been computed automatically. These are then passed
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GUI Events = {File, Edit,
New, Open, Save, SaveAs,
Cut, Copy, Paste,
Open.Up, Open.Select, Open.Cancel, Open.Open,
SaveAs.Up, SaveAs.Select, SaveAs.Cancel, SaveAs.Save}.

(a)

Planning Operators = {
FileNew, File Open, File_Save, File_SaveAs,
Edit_Cut, Edit_Copy, EditPaste}.

(b)

Figure 4: The Running Example GUh (a) GUI Ac-
t.ions, and (b) System-Interaction Operators derived 
PATHS.

Operator :: Edit_Cut
Preconditions:

30bj~ Objects ISelected(Obj).

Effects:
V Obj~ Objects l Selected(Obj)

ADD inClipboard( Obj) A
DEL onScreen( Obj) A
DEL Selected( Obj).

Figure 5: An Example of a GUI Planning Operator.

to the test designer for completion. The planning op-
erators returned for the complete example in Figure 1
are shown in Figure 4(b).

Completing the Planning Operators

In the second step of the setup phase, the test designer
specifies the preconditions and effects for each plan-
ning operator derived in the first step. As is standard.
the preconditions represent all the conditions that must
hold for the event, represented by the operator to occur,
and the effects represent the resulting changes to the
environment (i.e., the GUI and/or the underlying soft-
ware).

An example is given in Figure 5. Edit_Cut is a
system-interaction operator. Its preconditions express
that in order for the user go generate the Cut event
(by performing the actions EDIT followed by CUT), 
least one object on the screen must be selected (high-
lighted). The effects express the facts that the selected
objects are moved to the clipboard and removed from
the screen.

The language used to define the preconditions and
effects of each operator is provided by the planning
system. Defining the preconditions and effects is not
difficult, as much of this knowledge is already built into
the GUI structure. For example, the GUI structure re-
quires that Cut be made active (visible) only after 
object is selected. This is precisely the precondition de-
fined for our example operator (Edit_Cut). Definitions
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Initial State:

isCurrent(root)

contains(root private)

contains(private Figures)

contains(private Latex)

contains(Latex Samples)

contains(private Courses)

contains(private Thesis)

contains(root public)

contains(public html)

contains(html gif)

containsfile(gif doc2doc)

containsfile(private

Doclnnent.doc)
eontainsfile(Samples

report doc)

currentFont(Times

Normal 12pt)

in(doc2.doc This)

in(doc2.doc is)

in(doc2.doc the)

in(doc2.doc text.)

isText(This)

isText(is)

Figure 6: Initial State and
Task of Figure 2.

isText(the)

isText(text)

after(This is)

after(is the)

after(the text.)

font(This Times Normal 12pt)

font(is Times Normal 12pt)

font(the Times Normal 12pt)

font(text. Times

Normal 12pt)

Similar descriptions for

Document.doe and report.doe

Goal State:

in(new.doc This)

in(new.doc is)

in(new.doc the)

in(new.doc final)

in(new.doc text.)

after(This is)

after(is the)

after(the final)

after(final text.)

Goal State Describing the

of operators representing events that commonly appear
across GUIs, such as Cut, can be maintained in a library
and reused for subsequent similar applications.

Modeling the Initial and Goal States and
Generating Test Cases

Once the setup phase has been completed, the second
phase, test-case generation, can begin. First, the test
designer describes a typical user task by specifying it
in terms of initial and goal states. Figure 6 provides an
example. In the current version of PATHS, the test de-
signer models the initial and goal states directly. How-
ever, we plan to develop a tool that would allow the
test designer to visually describe the GUI’s initial and
goal states, and would then translate the visual repre-
sentation into a planner encoding.

Once the task has been specified, the system au-
tomatically generates a set of distinct test cases that
achieve the goal. (This is Step 4 of the overall test-case
generation process given in Table 1). An example of
one such plan is shown in Figure 7.2 This is a high-
level plan that must be decomposed.Figure 8 shows
one decomposition; note that it includes both decom-
position by mapping and decomposition by planning.

As we have noted before, it is important to gener-
ate alternative plans for each specified task, since these
correspond to alternative ways in which a user might
interact with the GUI. We achieve this goal in three
ways:

2Note that TypeInText() is an operator representing 
keyboard event, mentioned in "A GUI Example." This op-
erator has its obvious meaning: it represents the event that
occurs when the user types the text to which its parameter
is bound.

Abstract System-Imteraction Abstract
Operator Operator Operator

(keyboard)

Figure 7: A Plan Consisting of Abstract Operators and
a GUI Event.

Abstract Abstract
Operator Operator

Low-level Test Case

Figure 8: Expanding the Itigher I, evel Plan.

¯ We run the planner several times, each time produc-
ing a distinct high-level plan.

¯ Because we are using a partial-order planner, each
of the high-level plans can potentially be mapped to
more than one distinct linearization.

¯ Each of the linear plans can potentially be decom-
posed in multiple ways.
This is particularly important, because our experi-

ments have shown that the bulk of the time spent in
test-case generation is used in generating the highest
level plan. (See the section "Feasibility Experiments.")
Whenever a plan includes an abstract operator, we in-
voke the planner multiple times to produce multiple
distinct sub-plans that can serve as decomposition of
the (suffix of the) abstract operator. Unlike typical
HTN planning, the sub-plans in this setting do not in-
teract, because they each take place during a separat.e
restricted-focus phase; thus the application of plan crit-
ics is not required here. Figure 9 shows an alternative
plan created from the high-level plan in Figure 7. It dif-
fers from the decomposition in Figure 8 in that it uses
a different decomposition of the first abstract operator.
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Abstract Abstract

Oper~_~l o r’ Operator’

Low-level Test Case

Figure 9: All Alternative Decomposition of the Ab-
stract Operator Leads to a New Test Case.

The decomposition mechanism also aids regression
testing, because changes made to one component of
the GUI do not necessarily invalidate all test cases.
The higher level plans can thus often be retained af-
ter changes to the GUI; local changes can instead be
made to sub-plans specific to the changed component
of the GUI. Another advantage to using decomposition
is that the operators can be modeled at a platform-
independent level, resnlting in platform-independent
test cases. An additional layer of mapping-like de-
composition can then be added to produce platform-
dependent test cases.

Algorithm for Generating Test Cases

The complete test-case generation algorithm is shown
in Figure 10. The operators are assumed to be available
before making a call to this algorithm, i.e., steps 1-3 of
the test-case generation process shown in Table 1 must
be completed before making a call to this algorithm.
The parameters (lines 1..5 of the algorithm)3 include
the initial and goal states for the planning problem, and
the set of available operators. An addition parameter
specifies a threshold (T) that determines the number 
iterations performed.

The main loop (lines 8..12) contains the explicit call
to the planner (denoted by the function q~). Each time

aEach command in the program is given a separate num-
ber, but for space reasons, we sometimes show two com-
mands on one line.

the planner is invoked, a distinct plan is generated us-
ing the available operators, and is then stored in A.
Note that no decomposition occurs within this loop: the
plans that are generated are all "flat". To guarantee
that the planner does not regenerate duplicate plans,
we modify each operator so that it is not used to gener-
ate previously generated plans. The key idea is to make
the goal state unreachable, if the operator instances are
used in a previously generated sequence. Using this ap-
proach to generate alternative plans, instead of back-
tracking in the planner’s search space, makes our algo-
rithm planner independent.

Once a set of distinct plans have been generated, lin-
earizations are created for each one (lines 13..16). Each
linear plan is then decomposed, potentially in multiple
ways. As described earlier, system-interaction steps are
decomposed using the operator-event mappings (lines
20..22), while abstract steps are decomposed using the
mappings for the prefix, and using a recursive call to
the test-case generation algorithm for the suffix (lines
23..28). The initial and goal states for the recursive
planning problem are extracted directly from the high-
level plan, which is available at the recursive call. The
sub-plans obtained as a result of the recursive call are
then substituted into the high-level plans (lines 29..31),
and the new plans obtained are appended to the list
of testCases (line 32). The final outcome of the algo-
rithm is a set of distinct, fully decomposed plans for the
specified task, that can serve as test cases for the GUI
(line 33).

Feasibility Experiments
A prototype of PATHS was developed with IPP
(Koehler et al, 1997) as the underlying planning sys-
tem. IPP was chosen based on the results of exper-
iments in which causal-link planners were compared
with propositional planners (Memon, Pollack, & Sofia
1999a). The key result of the study was that proposi-
tional planners perform better in domains such as GUI
testing, which contain a small number objects.

We now present several sets of experiments, that were
conducted to ensure that the approach in PATHS is fea-
sible. These experiments were executed on a Pentium
based computer with 200MB RAM running Linux OS.
A summary of the results of these experiments is given
next.

Generating Test Cases for Multiple Tasks
PATHS was used to generate test cases for Microsoft’s
WordPad. Examples of the generated high-level test
cases are shown in Table 3. The total number of GUI
events in WordPad was determined to be approximately
325. After deriving hierarchical operators (step 1 of Ta-
ble 1), PATHS reduced this set to 32 system-interaction
and abstract operators, a reduction of roughly 10 : 1.
This reduction in the number of operators helps to
speed up the plan generation process significantly.

Defining preconditions and effects for the 32 opera-
tors was fairly straightforward. The average operator
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llgoritlm :: GenTestCues(
A -- Operator Set; D = Set of Objects;
I -- Initial State; G --- Goal State;
T = Threshold} {

1,2
3,,I

5

planList 6- {}; c 6- 0; fi, 7
/* Successive calls to the planner (q~),
to generate distinct sohttions */

NltIr-~ ((p == ¢(A, D, I,G)) ! = NO_PI,AN) 8
&.&: (c < T) DO 9

Insert lnl,ist{p, planList); 10
A 6- RecordPian(A. p); c + -1-} I 1, 12

linearPlans ~- {};/* No linear Plans yet */ 13
/* Linearize all partial order plans */
FORALL e E planList DO { 1,1

L 6- l,lnearize(e); 15
Insert lnl.ist(L, linearPians)} 16

testCases 6- linearPlans; i.7
/* decomposing the testCases */
FORALL tc E testCases D0 { I s

FORALL C E Steps(tc) DO 19
IF (C == systemInteractionOpcrator} TI’~N { 20
newC 6- lookup{Mappings, C); 21
REPLACR C WITH newC IN tc} 22

ELSEIF (C == abstractOperator) THEN { 23
AC’ +- OperatorSet(C); GC 6- Goal(C); 24, 25
IC 6- Initial(C); DC 6- ObjcctSct(C}; 26, 27
/* Gene~atc the lower level lest cases */
newC 6- APPEND{lookup(Mappings, C),

GenTestCases{AU, DC, I C, GC, T)); 28

FOItALL ne E newC D0 {
copyOftc 6- tc;
I~PLACE C MITH nc IN eopyOfte;
APPEMD copyOftc TO testCases}}} }

RETL~(testCases) 

Figure ] 0:
Test ( ’.ases

29
30
3/
32
33

The Conlplete Algorithm for Generating

delinition required 5 preconditions and effects, with the
most complex operator requiring 10 preconditions and
effects. Since mouse and keyboard events are part. of
the GUI, additional operators representing mouse (i.e.,
Select_Text ()) and keyboard (i.e... TypeInText () 
Del.eteText ()) events were defined.

Table 4 prcsents a typical set of CPU execution tim-
ings for this experiment. Each row represents one task.
The first column identifies the task; the second gives
the average time to generate a single high-level plan for
the task and the third shows the time taken to generate
a family of test. cases by producing all the decomposi-
tions of the plan. The fourth column gives the total
planning time. As can be seen, the lnllk of the time
is spent generating the high-level plan. Sub-plan gen-
eration is quite fast, amortizing the cost of initial plan
generation over multiple test cases. Plan 9, which took
the longest time to generate, was linearlzed to obtain
2 high-level plans, each of which was decomposed to

Plan Plan
No. Step

1
2
2
2
2
2
3

2 1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

3 1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
4

4 1
2
2
2
2
2
3

PLAN
ACTION
FILE-OPEN( "private", "Document.dec")
DELETE-TEXT( "flint" 
DELETE-TEXT("must")
D ELETE-TEXT( "be" 
DELETE-TEXT( "modified"}
TYPE-IN-TEXT("finaI". Times. Italics, 121,tJ
FII,E-SAVEAS{ "public", "’new.doc’)
FILE-OPEN("public", "doc2.doc")
"rYPE-IN-TEXT("is", Times, Ilalics, 12pt)
TYPE-IN-’tEXT( "the", Times, ItaBcs. 12pt)
DE L ETF~TEX’I’( "needs" 
I) I’LETE-TEXT( "to" 
DELETE-TEXT("be")
DELETE-’FEXT("modified")
TYI~E-IN-TEXT("tl,taI", Times. Italics, 12pt)
TYPE-IN-TEX’].’("text", Times, Italics. 12pt)
FILE-SAVEAS( "public", "new.dec")
FILE-OPEN("public", "doc2.doc")
TYPE-IN-TEXT("is", Times, Italics, 12pt)
TYPE-IN-TEXT("the". Times, Italics. 12pt )
DELETE-TEXT("to" 
DELETE-TEXT( ’q,c" 
DELETE-TEXT{ ’h nodilk.d" !
TYPE-IN-TEXT("finaI". Times. Italics. 12pt)
TYPE-IN-TEXT( "’text". Times. Italics. 12pt 
S ELECT-TEXT( "needs" 
EDIT-CUT( "needs~ )
FII.E-SAVEAS( "public". "’ncw.doc"~
H I.E-N EW( "public~. "new.doe")
TYPE-IN-TI..’XT("’Fhib", Times. Italics. 12t’,t)
TYPE-IN-TEXT( "is", Times, Italics, 12pt)
TYPE-IN-TEXT("t he", Times, Italics. l’2pl 
TYPE-IN-TEXT( "final". Times, Italics. 12pt’l
TYPE-IN-TEXT( "text". Times. Italics. 121,t 
FILE-SAVEAS( "public". "new.dec")

"Pable 3: Some Word Pad Plans General.ed for the Task
of Figure 2.

give several low-level test cases, the shortest of wllich
consisted of 25 GUI events.

The plans shown in Table 3 are at a still al a rel-
atively high level of abstraction. Many changes tha~
rnight be made to a GUI would have no effect on these
plans, making regression testing easier and less expen-
sive. For example, none of the plans in Table 3 contain
any GUI details such as font or color. The test suite
continues to be nseful even in the face of changes to
these aspects of the GUI. The same is true for certain
changes that modify the functionality of the GUI. For
example, if the WordPad GUI were modified to intro-
duce arl additional file opening feature, then most of
the high-level plans remain the same. (’hanges would
oi,ly be ,leeded to sub-plans that are generated by the
abstract operator Fi:l.e_Open. Hence the cost of initial
plans is again amortized over a large number of test
cases.
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Task Plan Sub Total
No. Time Plan Time

(see) Time (sec)
1 (I.40 0.04 0.44
2 3.16 0.00 3.16
3 3.17 0.00 3.17
,1 3.20 0.01 :L2 I
5 3.38 0.(]1 3.:’L()
6 3.44 0.02 3.46
7 .t.09 0.04 4.13
8 8.88 0.02 8.90
9 .t0..17 0.{},1 40.51

Table 4: Aw,rage Tin,m Taken to (~eneu’a.te ’]’eat. (’a.ses
for Word Pad.

Related Work

The maoual crealion of test (’~Lses and their nlainfe-
nance and evah,ation is in general a very time consu,n-
tug process. Thus some lbrm of aul.ottLalion is desir-
able. One CLASS of tools that aid a test desiguer are
record/playba(’k tools (The 1992; Hammotltree. lien-
drickson, K: Ih’nsh’y 1992). These tools record the user
events and GtI screens during an interactive session:
the recorde(I sessions can later be played back when it
is necessary to recreate the same GUI states. Anotlwr
tedmique that is popular for testing conw, ntional soft-
ware involves programming a test-t’~e geuerator (Kep-
pie 1.994), in which the test designer devehos software
programs to generate test ca~es. This approach requires
t.l,at I.Iw test. designer encode all possible (.,ill decision
points. Programming a test-case generator is tl,us time-
consuwfing and may lead to a low qoality set of tost
cases if im port aut ( l (? [ decisious are ow, rlooked.

Sew’ral prior research efforts have focused on finite-
sl,alo ina.chine (FSM) mt1,(l(’ls have been i)r()l)ose(I 
g(’n¢’rate le~l (’a.~es ((:larke 1998: (.’llow 1!)78; Esmeli-
oglu &: Apfelbaum 1997; }}ernhard 19.9.t). It] this al)-
l.)roach, the software’s behavior is modeh:d tLs a FSM
where each inp, t triggers a transition in the FSM. A
path in the F’SM represents a test (’trse. and the FSM’s
sl ates are used to w’ril~’ lhe software’s state during test-
case execution. This approach has also been used exten-
sively for test. genera*ion for testing hardware circuits
(11. (’.he, (,.I). Ilachtel, &: F. Somenzi I.qg:}). For 
sized software, it is easy to specie" the software’s be-
havior in terms of states. Another advm,tage of tiffs ap-
proach is that once the FSM is I)uilt, the test-case gener-
ation process is automatic. It. is relatively easy to model
a (~(’1 wilh an FSM: ea(’h user action leads to a 
state and each transition models a user actior|. How-
ever, a major limitation of this approach, which is an
especially pertinent to (~l:l testing, is that FSM models
have scaling problems (Shehady &: Siewiorek 19!}7). "i’b
aid in the scalability of the technique, variations such
as variable finite state machine (VFSM) models have
been proposed by Shehady et al. (Shehady &: Siewiorek

L997).
"rest cases have also been genera.ted to nfirnic novice

users (Kasik &: George 199fi). The approach relies 
an expert to manually generate the initial sequence of
G UI event s, alld then uses genet.ic algorithm techniques
t,o modify and extend the se(tuence. The assumption is
that experts take a rnore direct path when solving a
i)rol)lem using GITls whereas novice users ofteu take
longer paths. Although imeful for generating multiple
lest cases, the techni(lue relies on an exi)ert to generate
the iuitial sequence. The final test suite del)ends largely
on the paths taken by the expert user.

Finally, te(’h,fi(lues have been prol)osed t(, reduce t.t,e
I.otal numl)er or test cases either by focusing the, test-
case general ion process on particular mspe(’ts of the (3 [Tl
(l’:stuelk)ghl &" Apfelbaum 1997; Kasik &: (;e()rge 199ti;
Kitajitna & Polson 1.992; 1995) or I)y establishing 
upper 1)oimd on the number of teal. cases (White 1996).
I..ufortunately, many of these techniques are not in com-
nmn use, eit.lwr I)eca,se of their lack of generality or
because they are difficuh to use.

As mentioned 1)erore, AI I)lanning has bee,i l)revi-

ously used to generate lest cases. In an earlier imper,
we describe a preliminary version of th,’ P,V]?HS sys-
tem. focusing on the software engineering aspe(’ts of the
work (MemorL Pc, lhtck, &: Sofia 1999b1. Howe el al. de-
scribe a planning based aysl.elll for generating test cases
fi~r a rolJot tape library command lauguage (llowe. vo,l
Mayrhauser, &: Mraz 19!17). There are strong similar-
ities I)etwcen their al)l)roach anti our own: ntajor dif-
ferences were deseril)e(I in the "Introduction- section.
Note in particular that in tiffs previous work, each (’orn-
sand iu I.he language wa.s modeled with an distinct Ol)-
erator. This approach works well for systems with a
relatively small command language. However. because
(~(’ls typically have a large mtmber of possil)ie user ac-
tions, we had to n|o(tify the apl)roach by automatically
deriving hierarchical operators.

Conclusions

We have presented a new planning-based te(’hnklue for
generating test. cases for GI.:} ,software, which can serve
as a valuable tool in the test designer’s tool-I)ox. Our
technique models test-ca.se generation as a i)launing
problem. The key idea is that l,lle test designer is
likely to have a good idea of the possible tasks or a
GUI user, and it is simpler and more effective to spec-
i~." these tasks in terms of initial and goal state I,han it,
is to specit)’ sequences of events that, adlieve Ihem. Our
techt|iquc is uni(iue in that w(, use an a.utomatic I)h.u,-
ning system to generate test ca.ses given a set of t.asks
aud a set. of operators represent.iug (:l(.:L events. Addi-
tionally, we showed how hierar(’hical operators can be
automatically consLructed front a strut1 ural description
of the (~[Tl.

We I,ave also provided iuitial evidence t.lmt our tech-
uiqtte (’~n I.)e practical altd useful, by generating test
(’t~ses for the popular MS WordPad software’s (;UI.
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The experiments demonstrated the feasibility of the ap-
proach and also showed the value of using hierarchical
operators for efficiently generating multiple plans for a
specified task.

The use of hierarchical operators ill test-case genera-
tion also aids in performing regression testing. Changes
made to one part of the GI![ do not necessarily invali-
date entire test cases. Often, it is possible simply to per-
form a new decomposition of some abstract operator(s)
in the high-level plan, and replace the prior decomposi-
tion with the new result. Finally, representing the test
cases at a high level of abstraction also makes it possible
to flue-tune the test cases to different implementation
platforms, making the test suite more porl.able.

One of the tasks currently performed I)y the human
test designer is the definition of the preconditions and
effects of the operators. Such definitions of commonly
used operators can be maintained in libraries, mak-
ing this task easier. We are also currently invcstigat-
lug ways of automatically generate the preconditious
and effects of the operators from a GUI’s specifica-
tions. Additionally, we are using our plan-l)a.sed ap-
1)roach throughout the larger PATHS system, which,
in addition to test-case generation: performs suc], |.asks
as oracle creation for verification, automated execution
of test cases, and test suite management for regression
|.esting.
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